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About This Game

It's time to unleash your inner Warrior! Battle Runner is a casual runner with difficult, random, procedurally generated levels.
You're the fighter, travelling to new lands seeking quests, fame and an adventure - time waits for no one so you'll have to run

fast, and there will be many obstacles in your way which you'll have to pass through carefully.

Controls:
LMB (Left Mouse Button)

'W' Key
'Up' Arrow key

I have been learning to make games in my free time and love making small arcade and mini games with simple mechanics.
Please expect 'Battle Runner' to be a small,
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re-playable, score-chaser game where the only goals are to constantly beat your previous score.

Music for the game is royalty-free under the cc0 and was created by Phyrnna.
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Title: Battle Runner
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Muzaku
Publisher:
Muzaku
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6ghz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

Storage: 60 MB available space

English
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This is more just a series of pictures for you to write a story too. I expected more of a game.. When you spend a few hours
starting up the next round as fast as possible, whilst screaming at your ball to get in the hole first (depending on the game mode)
, I suppose it's a sign you like the game!

Terrific fun for Local Multi-Player, with a few issues here and there depending on the game mode and mods (i.e. one player
may always begin a round with a very poor starting position). Senza Peso is a free VR musical experience. It worked on my
system, looked good, played ok, sounded good. Short ride through a seated musical experience. You have to gaze at the Med or
High then press your touch pad.

Try it you might like it.
. absolutly shi.... horrible doesnt even work, i load into the map and nothing happens its just a black screen. this is a pretty neat
little game. very fun and can be challenging as you progress. even my wife enjoys playing it.

it's a great first game to play in VR since it is very fleshed out and simple to understand.

great job to the dev team behind it
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Creative first but then boring, Good for less than 1 dollar.. Brilliant! Awesome!
I can't find words to describe this masterpiece!
Great story, awesome graphics and environment (the best I've seen so far), awesome music and voice-overs, good puzzles, great
atmosphere.
The only "bad" thing is the short lenght.
But it's so good, so breathtaking, so engaging, I can only tell everyone to play it. You'll never forget the experience!. This game
may be highly sexual in nature but it is still forcefully censored, something I am very much against. I am a grown adult give me
a choice.
If you enjoy your "naughty" games censored and you enjoy gem\/puzzle type games then you will enjoy this I guess, otherwise
keep looking there are a few (not many) games on steam that are not afraid of showing nipples.. Although the hints and
instructions are written in the same language as mathematical rulebooks, the game is quite fun. I would happily recommend it to
others, but it requires an ok mathematical-language understanding, in order to enjoy it. So although it may not suit everyone, it's
fun for those who understand the instructions (but seriously, they should be simplified .....).
Enjoy :). Fun Game, but not without flaws. My biggest pet peeve was the randomness of the contract rewards. Sometimes you
end up with over 300 gold for a single low quality silver ingot, while the next time to need to craft 7 gold ingots for half of that.
Same for gathering, why should I gather in any other place than the mushroom cave where I often get items worth in 150 gold
range, when the others only provide some in the 20-50g range. Or why should I visit all the different shops, they pay all the
same for my crafted items and I can buy the ingredients simply over the crafting menue. Despite that I liked the story, the
characters and the crafting aspect of the game. Playing an alchemist shopkeeper was a neat idea and I would like to see an
improved sequel one day.
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